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Description

Laboratory Polarising Microscope 

Polarising intermediate has attachment magnification of 1.2X and has built-in Bertrand lens unit on a
rotating turret for colonoscopy, a swing in / swing out analyser and DIN standard compensatory slot
accommodating 1st order red sensitive tint plate and ¼ wave length radiation plate. 

Polarising Microscopes are standard polarising microscopes equipped with strain-free plan
achromatic objectives for transmitted light observation. Built-in halogen illumination system and high
quality coated optics make the equipment versatile and high quality instrument. 

The microscope stand has a quadruple ball bearing nose-piece, co-axial coarse and fine motions
moving on ball bearing guide. Sub-stage polariser on strain-free Abbe condenser Numerical Aperture
of 1.25. 

  

Educational Lab Equipments are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Laboratory Polarising
Microscope. Contact us to get high quality Laboratory Polarising Microscope for schools, colleges,
universities, research labs, laboratories and various industries. 
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"description": "Laboratory Polarising Microscope Polarising intermediate has attachment
magnification of 1.2X and has built-in Bertrand lens unit on a rotating turret for colonoscopy, a swing
in / swing out analyser and DIN standard compensatory slot accommodating 1st order red sensitive
tint plate and ¼ wave length radiation plate. Polarising Microscopes are standard polarising
microscopes equipped with strain-free plan achromatic objectives for transmitted light observation.
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Built-in halogen illumination system and high quality coated optics make the equipment versatile and
high quality instrument. The microscope stand has a quadruple ball bearing nose-piece, co-axial
coarse and fine motions moving on ball bearing guide. Sub-stage polariser on strain-free Abbe
condenser Numerical Aperture of 1.25. Educational Lab Equipments are leading manufacturers,
suppliers of Laboratory Polarising Microscope. Contact us to get high quality Laboratory Polarising
Microscope for schools, colleges, universities, research labs, laboratories and various industries.",
"brand": "Educational Lab Equipments", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5",
"aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating":
"0", "ratingCount": "20" } } 
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